Dear Members and Friends,

We invite all of you to join the Remember and Be the Light initiative (inspired by Dr. Tom White of Keene State University and conceptualized by GSI’s Coordinating Council member Barbara Wind) as we commemorate Kristallnacht. We ask you and your community to light a candle (or post a picture of a candle) on November 9th to protest baseless hatred. For flyers and a resource guide to help spread light: www.jfedgmw.org/holocaust/remember-the-light

Our thanks to Sarah Wildman for being our Facebook guest in October. We now welcome our November guest Joan Arnay Halperin, author of My Sister’s Eyes: A Family Chronicle of Rescue and Loss During WWII. (www.genshoah.org/guest-bio-2017/Joan_Arnay_Halperin.html)

Thank you,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook Group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Information on One Thousand Children (OTC), the approximately 1400 children who were rescued from Nazi occupied Europe and brought to the US, is part of the YIVO archive. www.yivoarchives.org/index.php?p=collections/controlcard&id=34385&q=%22ONE+THOUSAND+CHILDREN%22

RESTITUTION


UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Synagogue & Church:
Exploring the role of the Roman Catholic Church and the Holocaust
November 1 – 3, 2017
Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA
For more: www.plu.edu/holocaustconference/

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants
and
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)
Survivors and Families Meet in Jerusalem
November 5 – 8, 2017
Dan Hotel, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: www.holocaustchild.org/
4th South Africa-Poland History Conference  
November 12, 2017  14.00 – 17.30  
Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa  
RSVP essential: shirley@jhbholocaust.co.za

Jewish American and Holocaust Literature Conference  
November 12 – 14, 2017  
The Betsy Hotel, South Beach, FL  
For more information: Dr. Levitsky, 310.338.7664, Holli.Levitsky@lmu.edu, www.jählit.com

Fall Conference for Educators  
The Legacy of the Eichmann Trial  
November 19, 2017  11:00 am - 4:00 pm  
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY  
Registration required by November 12. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

IHRA Conference  
Murder of People with Disabilities and the Holocaust  
November 26, 2017  
Bern, Switzerland

For information: conference flyer, Registration link.

16th Annual Council of Holocaust Educators Conference  
Memory into Memoir: Teaching Through Personal History  
December 1, 2017  9:00 am – 3:00 pm  
Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ  
For more: www.chhange.org/programs/educators/annual-che-conference

Patterns of Prejudice: Prejudice Past, Present and Future  
December 13 – 14, 2017  
Wiener Library, London, UK  
For the full programme, please click here. Please click here to reserve a seat.

48th Annual Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches  
March 3-5, 2018  
The Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, University of Texas – Dallas, Dallas, TX  
For information: http://ascconf.org/

Graduate Student Conference  
Resistance and Collaboration in Occupied Europe  
April 2, 2018  
Yale University, New Haven, CT  
Application deadline: Dec. 15, 2017. For more: www.academia.edu/34834269/, Giovanni Miglianti giovanni.miglianti@yale.edu or Karolina Kolpak karolina.kolpak@yale.edu
The Holocaust: Global Perspectives and National Narratives
November 1 – 4, 2018
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO
For more: hef@northwestern.edu.

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Echoes and Reflections and Elie Wiesel’s Night
November 1, 2017  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
For registration and more information: http://cse.edu/about-csecenters/hge/fall-2017-events

Teaching the Holocaust: Empowering Students
November 1, 2017  4:30 – 7:30 pm
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ORSrut3dOxX2pCOW5VS2FRMGc/view

Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center Professional Development Workshop:
Teaching about Race and Racism
November 2, 2017  3:00 – 7:00 pm
Iona College, Spellman Hall, 715 North Avenue, New Rochelle, NY
For more: Julie Scallero (914) 696-0738, jscallero@hhrecny.org  4 CLTE credit hours.

Symposium: Aesthetics in the Aftermath of Atrocity
November 3 – 4, 2017
Petrowski Room, Marsh Hall, Central Campus, Salem State University, Salem, MA
For more: Lisa Mulman imulman@salemstate.edu or Stephenie Young syoung2@salemstate.edu

Law, Emotion, and Politics in the Nurnberg Trials
November 4, 2017  10:30 – 18:00
11 Bedford Square, London, UK
For more: www.royalholloway.ac.uk/cor/n%C3%BCrnberg-trials-workshop/law-emotion-and-politics-in-the-n%C3%BCrnberg-trials.aspx

Teaching the Holocaust, Empowering Students – Online Class
Opens November 6, 2017
Three interactive modules released over three weeks.
For more information: Akorn@adl.org. To register online:
http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=online&filter=online&request_month=11&request_year=2017&dir=inc

Election Day Professional Development
Hidden: A True Story of the Holocaust
November 7, 2016    9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

Webinar: Turning Point: Understanding Kristallnacht
November 8, 2017    3:00 – 4:00 pm
For more: Akorn@adl.org. Register online:
http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&filter=webinar&request_month=11&request_year=2017&dir=inc

Webinar: Spotlight on Contemporary Antisemitism
November 8, 2017    8:00 – 9:00 pm
For more information: Akorn@adl.org. To register online:
http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&filter=webinar&request_month=11&request_year=2017&dir=inc

Teacher Workshop: Immigration and Democracy
November 9, 2017   8:30 am – 3:30 pm
CHGS, Central Campus, Salem State University, Salem, MA

Webinar: Teaching about the Holocaust with English Language Learners
November 9, 2017    4:00 – 5:00 pm
For more information: Akorn@adl.org. To register online:
http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&filter=webinar&request_month=11&request_year=2017&dir=inc

70 Years after the Nuremberg Code: What Have We Learned?
November 9, 2017    5:00 - 8:00 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

Jewish Refugees and the Holocaust
November 12, 2017   1:00 – 6:00 pm
Gratz College, 7605 Old York Road, Melrose Park, PA
Flyer  Website  Register online

Neighbors on Neighbors: Complicity in Genocide
November 16, 2017   9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Rampio College of New Jersey Trustee Pavilion, Mahwah, NJ
Registration

History, Holocaust and Human Rights in the Global Classroom
November 18 – 19, 2017
Jewish Museum of Maryland, Baltimore, MD
For more: www.surveymonkey.com/r/2017bmorenov

How to teach “The Holocaust by Bullets”
November 24 – 26, 2017
YIU in Paris and Memorial de Caen, France
For more: www.yahadinunum.org/events/call-for-participation-for-european-teachers-seminar-hosted-by-yahad-in-unum-and-memorial-de-caen/

Annual K-8 Holocaust Workshop for Teachers
November 28, 2017 3:30pm – 6:30pm
Rider University, Fireside Lounge, Student Center Lawrenceville, NJ
For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ORSrut3dOxaFotYjROR3YtZ2c/view

Webinar: Teaching about Genocide
November 30, 2017 7:00 – 8:00 pm
For more: Akorn@adl.org. Register online:
http://echoesandreflections.org/prepare/?class=webinars&filter=webinar&request_month=11&request_year=2017&dir=inc

Atrocity Photography
December 1, 2017
Room 1-01, 11 Bedford Square, London, UK
Book your free place here.

A New Vision for Teaching the Holocaust and Human Behavior
December 13, 2017 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
Holocaust Resource Center of Kean University, Union, NJ
For more: www.facinghistory.org/professional-development/upcoming-workshops

STAJE Seminar for Teachers in Jewish Schools
Camp Sisters
December 24, 2017 12:30 – 4:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage—A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
Advance registration is required by December 17. To register: Call 646.437.4310 or email pradensky@mjhnyc.org. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – November 4, 2017—7 Place de Fontenoy, Paris, France
A Jewish-American comedian, an Auschwitz survivor, a half-Jewish German soldier and an SS General explore the dark history of their world in the premiere of *The Obligation*, a one-person show written by / starring Roger Grunwald. For more information: roger.grunwald@gmail.com; www.theobligation.org. To purchase tickets: www.potrerostage.org/theobligation

Multi-media exhibit: *Where is Kovno?* Exhibit explores the genocide of Lithuanian Jewry. For more information: jhb@jhbholocaust.co.za

Eighteenth Annual *Rutgers Jewish Film Festival*: including films that address issues of the Holocaust and memory. For tickets/more information: http://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/film

Exhibit: 3G pop artist Charles Fazzino’s *Heroes of the Holocaust*. For more: dlom@hmtcli.org.

Exhibit: *My Name Is...The Lost Children of Kloster Indersdorf*, a selection of images and individual stories of hundreds of displaced children housed in a former convent near Dachau in the immediate aftermath of World War II. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Art installation: *Eyewitness*, portraits of Holocaust survivors living in New York City. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Exhibit: *Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial Of Adolf Eichmann*, the secret history behind the capture, extradition, and trial of one of the most notorious escaped Nazi war criminals, told using recently declassified artifacts from the Mossad, Israel’s Secret Intelligence Service.

Exhibit: *New Dimensions in Testimony*, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/
Now – December 31, 2017—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, HaGeta’ot, Galilee, Israel
US Holocaust Memorial Museum exhibit: *Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race.*
More: [www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=INTTEXDEADMEDISR0117](http://www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=INTTEXDEADMEDISR0117)

Now – January 7, 2018—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: *Bill Graham and the Rock & Roll Revolution.* Take an electrifying trip through the 1960s-1980s and learn about Bill Graham, the Holocaust refugee who promoted countless music legend and produced humanitarian concerts such as Live Aid.
[www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

Exhibit: *Arthur Szyk: Soldier in Art.* The exhibit explores the activism of the Polish-born artist through 38 politically incisive works that underscore Szyk’s role as a kind of “one man army” fighting odious policies and protagonists and advocating civil and human rights.

Now – February 9, 2018—The Wiener Library for the Study of the Holocaust & Genocide
29 Russell Square, London, UK
Exhibition: *On British Soil: Nazi Occupation in the Channel Islands,* the story of the many thousands persecuted during the German occupation of the Channel Islands, 1940–1945.

*A Farewell to Art: Chagall, Shakespeare and Prospero.* For more information please see the [full press release here](http://www.fullpressreleasehere.com).

Now - February 23, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
20th Anniversary Exhibit: *Learning to Remember,* highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades. For more: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/)

Now – April 30, 2018—LA Museum of the Holocaust, Pan Pacific Park, Los Angeles, CA

Now – June 30, 2018—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: *Portugal, the Last Hope: Sousa Mendes’ Visas to Freedom.* For more information: [www.cjh.org/p/42](http://www.cjh.org/p/42).

November 1, 2017, 6:00 pm—Grimshaw-Gudewicz Art Gallery, Jackson Arts Center
777 Elsbree St., Fall River, MA

*An Evening to Celebrate the Art of Samuel Bak,* a lecture and reception with Holocaust scholar Dr. Lawrence Langer, as part of the exhibit: *Illuminations: The Art of Samuel Bak.* Fees. For more: [ron.weisberger@bristolcc.edu](mailto:ron.weisberger@bristolcc.edu)
November 1, 2017, 7:30 pm—Bet Torah, 60 Smith Avenue, Mount Kisco, NY
Lecture: Dr. Mehnaz Afridi, the author of The Shoah Through Muslim Eyes, will speak on Finding Common Ground: Muslim-Jewish Relations. For more information: American Jewish Committee, (914)948-5585, westchester@ajc.org

November 2 – 9, 2017—Various locations, Greater Toronto, Ontario, Canada Holocaust Education Week. For complete information: http://holocaustcentre.com/HEW

November 2, 2017, 1:00 pm—Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
Screening and discussion: Sophie Scholl, about the German student and active member of the White Rose non-violent resistance group against the Nazi Regime. Reserve your seat

November 2, 2017, 6:30 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
3GNY unique guided tour of Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichman. After the tour the group will meet for drinks. Tour will start promptly at 6:35. Purchase Tickets

November 2, 2017, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC Concentration Camps-The Limits of Representing History. How should historians tell the story of Auschwitz and other Nazi camps? How should they write about crimes that seem to defy explanation and defeat language? Dr. Nikolaus Wachsmann reflects on these questions, discussing the challenges of capturing the voices of Nazi victims and perpetrators. For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=MAMEYERHOFF1117

November 4, 2017, 6:45 pm—SVA Theatre, 333 West 23rd St, New York, NY
Film Screening: OMA, directed by granddaughter of survivors, Daniella Rabbani. For tickets and more: www.eventbrite.com/e/oma-tickets-38538153655

November 4, 2017, 8:00 pm—Montgomery College Cultural Arts Center, 7995 Georgia Ave, Silver Spring, MD
Hours of Freedom: The Story of the Terezin Composer showcases music by 15 composers imprisoned in the Theresienstadt (Terezin) concentration camp during WWII. Fees. For more: www.wjm.org/events/hoursoffreedom/

November 5, 2017, 5:00 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
Mixed-Media Exhibit: We Are Stardust, Protecting the Child: From Pieties to the Righteous, exploring the symbols and imagery of families trying to protect their children during war. Booking essential: shirley@jhbholocaust.co.za

November 6-10, 2017—College of Saint Elizabeth, 2 Convent Rd, Morristown, NJ
27th Annual Week of Holocaust Remembrance: Holocaust-related "In-Class Faculty Sessions" open to the community. For more: www.cse.edu/holocaustcenter or call (973) 290-4351.
November 6, 2017, 7:30 pm—Dolan Performance Hall, College of Saint Elizabeth, 2 Convent Rd, Morristown, NJ

27th Annual Week of Holocaust Remembrance: an Interfaith Kristallnacht service of remembrance, featuring keynote speaker, Jeffrey Shandler, Professor, Rutgers University; testimony from Holocaust Survivor Maud Dahme, music, and prayers. Dessert reception will follow. For more: www.cse.edu/holocaustcenter or call (973) 290-4351.


November 7, 2017, 4:15 pm—Learning Center, Room 28, Drew University, Madison, NJ

From Death to Life: The Role of Theater in Post-Holocaust Healing, a talk about survivors from the Bergen Belsen Displaced Persons camp who participated in a Yiddish theatre group called the Kazet Theatre after they were liberated, with Dr. Lindsey Warren. For more information: www.drew.edu/holocaust-genocide-study-department/about-us/events/

November 7, 2017, 6:00 pm—Kelly Commons Room 5B, Manhattan College, Riverdale, NY

When Jesus Was an Aryan: Christians, Nazis and the Bible with Dr. Susannah Heschel. For more: www.hgimanhattan.com

November 7, 2017, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, UK

Frank Falla versus the Foreign Office: the Fight for Compensation for Victims of Nazi Persecution. Dr Gilly Carr will explore the campaign by former political prisoner Frank Falla to obtain compensation for Nazi persecution. Registration via The Wiener Library website essential. For more information: sidebotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

November 7, 2017, 7:00 pm—Warshof Conference Center, Flynn Campus Center, Monroe Community College, Rochester, NY

Kristallnacht program Holocaust Denial: From the Classroom to the Courtroom with historian and author Deborah Lipstadt. Tickets available: www.monroeccc.edu/organizations/holocaust/events/

November 7, 2017, 7:00 pm—Rowan University, Robinson 101B, Glassboro, NJ

Film Screening: In the Monument: Tracing the Evolution of the Holocaust Memorialization. For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ORSrut3dOxLXVHMEZhUExsRTg/view

November 8, 2017, 12:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ

Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Annual Kristallnacht Commemoration in the Wilf Memorial, followed by lunch and learn with Kristallnacht Survivor Erwin Prifer. Lunch provided. For more information: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

November 8, 2017, 1:00 pm—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, 100 Crescent Beach Road, Glen Cove, NY

Kristallnacht Disregarded: a lecture on ignored, unfamiliar and irrelevant aspects of the November Pogrom, with Beth Lilach. For more: 516-571-8040.
November 8, 2017, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Correspondence of Hannah Arendt and Gershom Scholem: A dramatic reading of a selection of the letters in which Hannah Arendt and Gershom Scholem debate the responsibility of Jewish intellectuals writing about the Holocaust, followed by a discussion with Marie Luise Knott, Editor, The Correspondence of Hannah Arendt and Gershom Scholem, and Professor Roger Berkowitz, Director, Hannah Arendt Center at Bard College. For tickets and more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

November 9, 2017, 8:00 am - 8:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Day-Long Observance of Kristallnacht, the Night of Broken Glass; museum admission is free. Join us as we participate in the Remember and Be the Light campaign, placing candles in our windows to remember Kristallnacht and to protest hatred in our own time. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/events/kristallnacht-remembrance/

November 9, 2017, 12:30 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Series: Testimony from Kristallnacht Survivor Ruth Zimbler. For more information and to reserve a seat: http://mjhnyc.org/events/kristallnacht-remembrance/

November 9, 2017, 6:30 pm—Goethe-Institut Auditorium, 119 Jan Smuts Ave, Parkwood, Johannesburg, South Africa
Kristallnacht: The Stages of Memory: Reflections on Memorial Art, Loss and the Spaces Between with James E. Young, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. For more information: http://mailchi.mp/de098b24fcd4/9-nov-annual-kristallnacht-commemoration-on-the-stages-of-memory?e=ffae6369b6. RSVP by Friday 3 November to Shirley@jhbholocaust.co.za

November 9, 2017, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, UK
Pop-up Photography Exhibition and Talk: Reminiscences – Veterans. Photographer Mike Stone will speak about reaching out to surviving British Jewish veterans of World War II, collecting interviews and portraits. Book your place

November 9, 2017, 6:30 pm—Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, 5901 Pine Island Rd, Parkland, FL
Kristallnacht commemoration: Let the Light Shine On: The Inspirational Legacy of the Last Survivors featuring a Holocaust Survivor Education Panel and Saul Drier, founder of the Holocaust Survivor Band. For more information: Sylkahana@gmail.com.

November 9, 2017, 7:00 pm—Mount Sinai Jewish Center, 135 Bennett Ave, New York, NY
Kristallnacht commemoration Can We Preserve the Memory of the Holocaust? For more: www.mtsinaishul.com/

November 9, 2017, 7:00 pm—Congregation Sons of Israel, 300 N. Broadway, Nyack, NY
November 9, 2017, 7:00 pm — Adath Shalom, 841 Mountain Way, **Morris Plains, NJ**  
Kristallnacht Commemoration and Screening of **Destination Unknown** followed by discussion with **Ed Mosberg**, featured Holocaust Survivor. For more information: [www.adathshalom.net/join-us/synagogue-calendar](http://www.adathshalom.net/join-us/synagogue-calendar) or call (973)539-4440.

November 9, 2017, 7:00 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**  
**Kristallnacht: Shatter Glass, Broken Dreams.** On the 79th anniversary of the November Pogrom, a program of dramatic readings drawn from the anti-Jewish decrees of the Nazi regime and the experiences of those impacted by them. The evening also includes remarks from the Consulates of Israel and Germany. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

November 9, 2017, 7:00 pm— **Buena Vista University, Storm Lake, IA**  
Concert: **Carolyn Enger’s Mischlinge Exposé**, a multimedia performance which focuses on one family’s history of intermarriage in the Third Reich, shining light on the stories of Mischlinge (half-Jews) and German Jewish converts in Germany before, during, and after the Holocaust.

November 9, 2017, 7:30 pm—Solomon Schechter Day School of Bergen County, 275 McKinley Ave, **New Milford, NJ**  
Community-Wide Kristallnacht Commemoration: Screening of **Ahead of Time**, about Ruth Gruber, followed by a discussion with **Doris Schechter**, one of the 1000 refugees Gruber escorted to America in 1944. RSVP to rshemesh@ssdsbergen.org

November 10, 2017, 6:15 pm—Sutton Place Synagogue, 225 East 51st Street, **New York, NY**  
After Kabbalat Shabbat Service, **Barbara Wind**, Executive Director of the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, will speak on contemporary antisemitism: **Kristallnacht to Charlottesville: 1938 Again?** Buffet dinner. Fees. Reservations required: call 212-593-3300 or sps@spsnyc.org.

November 12 & 25, 2017, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**  
Museum architecture tour **Symbolic by Design.** See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/programs/events/](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/programs/events/)

November 12, 2017, 11:30 am—Katz Jewish Community Center, Cherry Hill, NJ  
Kristallnacht Commemoration: **A World Erased**, a discussion with 3G author **Noah Lederman**.  
For more: [https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ORSrut3dOxRWliLTFZZHE2ZVk/view](https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ORSrut3dOxRWliLTFZZHE2ZVk/view)

November 12, 2017, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**  
**From Page to Stage: Toni and Markus, From Village Life to Urban Stress.** Author **Walter Roth** explores the everyday lives of his relatives both in Germany and as refugees in Chicago. Episodes from the book will be performed by members of Chicago’s acting community. A discussion with Walter Roth and the cast follows. Reservations required, [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)
November 12, 2017, 2:00 pm—Temple Beth Sholom, 10700 Havenwood Lane, Las Vegas, NV
**Kristallnacht: Remembering the Holocaust and the Night it Began.** For more information: etfinder@gmail.com.

November 12, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Film: **The Eichmann Show**: The true story of ground-breaking producer Milton Fruchtman and blacklisted TV director Leo Hurwitz, who overcame enormous obstacles to televise the trial of notorious war criminal Adolf Eichmann. For more: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/)

November 12, 2017, 3:00 pm—JCC of Las Vegas, 8689 W. Sahara Ave #180, Las Vegas, NV
Screening of **Within the Box**, directed by Max Asaf. Panel discussion on **The Next Generation: The Jewish Diaspora and the Holocaust** after screening. Fees. For more about the film: [bit.ly/WithinTheBoxFilm](http://bit.ly/WithinTheBoxFilm). To RSVP: EBRICKER@JCCSN.ORG.

November 13, 2017, 7:30 pm—Iona College, Spellman Hall, 715 North Av, New Rochelle, NY
**Suzanne Brown-Fleming**, director of Visiting Scholar Programs at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Jack, Joseph, and Morton Mandel Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies will discuss **November 1938: Perspectives from the Vatican Archives**. For more information: (914)696-0738, jscallero@hhrecny.org

November 14, 2017, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, UK
**Racial Persecution and Resistance in the Channel Islands.** In the occupied Channel Islands, two groups of people were persecuted on racial grounds: the islands’ small Jewish community and the thousands of Soviet slave labourers who were brought to the islands by the Germans to construct defensive fortifications. **Dr. Louise Willmot** examines the activities and motives of those local people who sought to protect the victims, risking their own lives to do so. Register via The Wiener Library website. For more: lsidebobotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

November 15, 2017, 12:10 pm—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Bayside, NY
**Remembering the Good: Holocaust Rescue and Resistance in a French Village.** From 1939 to 1945, the villagers of the Plateau Vivarais-Lignon, France, hid, protected, and ultimately rescued thousands of Jews from the Nazis at great peril to their own lives. Anthropologist **Dr. Margaret Paxson** offers a comprehensive narrative of an entire community effort towards resistance and rescue, the effects of which resonate today. Registration is requested. Visit: [https://remembering-the-good.eventbrite.com](https://remembering-the-good.eventbrite.com)

November 15, 2017, 1:00 pm—ADL Conference Center, 605 Third Ave, New York, NY
**How a Fateful Wartime Decision Forever Changed the Lives of One French Jewish Family**, with guest speaker **Daniel Vock**, Attorney and Hidden Child. RSVP by November 8 to hidden-child@adl.org. All names must be given to Security prior to event.

November 15, 2017, 3:00 pm & 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**First-hand Accounts as Historical Evidence: Two Talks by Professor Christopher Browning**, Professor Emeritus, University of North Carolina. Part 1 at 3 pm: **Survivor Testimony**, Part 2 at 7 pm: **Perpetrator Testimony**. For tickets and more information: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/)
November 16, 2017, 1:00 pm—Molly Pitcher room, Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
Screening and discussion: **Defiance**, about the Bielski Partisans, who saved 1,236 Jewish people during the Holocaust. [Reserve your seat](#)

November 16, 2017, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, UK
**From Genocide to Football Glory: David Bolchover** will discuss his recent book *The Greatest Comeback: From Genocide to Football Glory*, about Hungarian Jew Béla Guttmann, who survived the Holocaust to become a legendary football coach. Registration via The Wiener Library [website](#) essential. For more: lsidebotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

November 16, 2017, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
**Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s Real to Reel Holocaust Film Series: The Joel Files: A Story of Two Families**, the story of Billy Joel and his brother Alexander tracing their family history back to the Holocaust. For more information: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.

November 19, 2017, 1:00 pm—Highland Park High School, Highland Park, IL
**Donald and Sue Pritzker Voices of Conscience Lecture: Elisha Wiesel**
Elisha Wiesel, son of the late Holocaust Survivor and Nobel Peace Prize winner Elie Wiesel, will reflect on the indelible legacy his father left of him and the world, and how he works to advance his father’s message today. Fees. Reservations required, [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

November 19, 2017, 2:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

November 19, 2017, 5:00 pm—Holocaust Museum & Education Center of SW Florida, 4760 Tamiami Trail North, Ste. 7, Sandalwood Square, Naples, FL
**Resisting the Holocaust - Florida Gulf Coast University Scholar Dr. Paul Bartrop** will discuss his latest book. Space limited. RSVP info@holocaustmuseumswfl.org

November 20, 2017, 11:00 am—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, 100 Crescent Beach Road, Glen Cove, NY
**On the Road to the Holocaust: Moses Mendelssohn and the Jewish Enlightenment** with Linda F. Burghardt. For more: 516-571-8040.

November 23, 2017, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, UK
Book Launch: *The Évian Conference of 1938 and the Jewish Refugee Crisis* by Paul R. Bartropl. Register via The Wiener Library [website](#). More: lsidebotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

November 27, 2017, 6:30 pm—Polo Club Boca Raton, 5400 Champion Blvd, Boca Raton, FL
Next Generations presents **Steve Solomon** in *My Mother’s Italian, My Father’s Jewish & I’m in Therapy*. For information: ngnewz@gmail.com
November 28, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Film: The Trial of Adolf Eichmann, documentary featuring detailed accounts of the capture and trial plus reactions to the trial from around the world. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

December 4, 2017, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Bagels & Books: The Inextinguishable Symphony by Martin Goldsmith. Bagels and coffee provided; bring your appetite for a discussion. For more: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194

December 4, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Film: Vita Activa, a portrait of Hannah Arendt’s life. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

December 4, 2017, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, UK
Book launch: Internment During the Second World War. The internment of ‘enemy aliens’ during the Second World War was arguably the greatest stain on the Allied record of human rights on the home front and this work compares and contrasts the experiences of foreign nationals when Great Britain, and later the USA, went to war. Book your place

December 4, 2017, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Judging Eichmann: The Banality of Evil, a panel discussion about the controversy around Arendt’s coverage of the Eichmann trial, with Professor Leon Botstein, Bard College, Professor Seyla Benhabib, Yale University, and Professor Roger Berkowitz, Director, Hannah Arendt Center, Bard College. For tickets and more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/

December 4, 2017, 7:00 pm—STEM Building Auditorium, Kean University, 1075 Morris Ave, Union, NJ
Why? Explaining the Holocaust, with Dr. Peter Hayes, Professor, Author, Academic Committee Chair, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. For more information: www.kuhrc.org/events/

December 5, 2017, 7:00 pm—Rowan University, Robinson 101B, Glassboro, NJ
Film Screening: The Last Survivor. For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ORSrut3dOxLXVHMEZhUExsRTg/view

December 6, 2017, 12:10 pm—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Bayside, NY
Incident at Vichy: A Discussion with the Actors. A discussion of the impetus for revitalizing this Arthur Miller play portraying life under Nazi occupation in Vichy France by a panel of Signature Theatre members. RSVP: https://incident-at-vichy-actor-discussion.eventbrite.com

December 6, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Film: Elusive Justice, an examination of the more than six-decade global hunt for some of the 20th century’s most infamous war criminals. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/
December 6, 2017, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Holocaust Trials & The Memory of Judgment:** Professor Lawrence Douglas, Amherst College will discuss the legacy of the trials of Adolf Eichmann and other Nazi criminals. For tickets and more information: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/)

December 7, 2017, 11:00 am—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, 100 Crescent Beach Road, Glen Cove, NY

**An Educator’s Journey of Spiritual Resistance, Courage and Resilience** with Meryl Menashe. For more: 516-571-8040.

December 7, 2017, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center. **Skokie, IL**

**Confronting Murder: The Jewish “Sonderkommando” of Auschwitz-Birkenau,** with Dr. Gideon Greif, author of We Wept Without Tears, about the role of the Sonderkommando, followed by a book signing. Reservations required, [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

December 7, 2017, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**Human Rights Day:** Former US Ambassador Samantha Power in Conversation with Abraham H. Foxman, a discussion about America’s role in the world today and the most urgent human rights issues of our time. For tickets and more information: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/)

December 10 & 30, 2017, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Museum architecture tour **Symbolic by Design.** See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/programs/events/](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/programs/events/)

December 10, 2017, 11:30 am—140 SE 5th Ave, Boca Raton, FL

Bagels & Books: *The One Man* by Andrew Gross, facilitated by Greta Brewer. Fees. For more information: ngnewz@gmail.com.

December 10, 2017, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

**Romani Life: Then and Now** with linguist and Romani scholar, Dr. Ian Hancock, University of Texas at Austin who will discuss the experience of the Roma during the Holocaust, as well as the persistence of prejudice and the current struggle of the Romani peoples. Reservations required: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

December 10, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

*The Adolf Eichmann & David Irving Trials: A Study in Contrasts & Similarities* with Professor Deborah Lipstadt, Emory University. For tickets and more: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-events/)

December 13, 2017, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ

Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s Real to Reel Holocaust Film Series: *The Zookeeper’s Wife.* For more: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.
December 21, 2017, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Lunch & Learn with Holocaust Survivor Miriam Appel. Please bring a dairy lunch; beverage and cookies provided. RSVP: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.

January 18, 2018, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, UK
Film Screening: Another Mother’s Son: the true story of Louisa Gould, as featured in the On British Soil exhibition depicting a tale of defiance, courage, and betrayal set against the backdrop of Nazi occupation of the Channel Islands during the Second World War. Register via The Wiener Library website. For more information: lsidbotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

January 24– May 3, 2018—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Exhibit: From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust. Created by the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, this exhibit describes the experiences of original eyewitnesses to the Holocaust through photo collages with explanatory text, videotaped interviews, and historical artifacts. This year the exhibit will also feature Holocaust Heroes: Fierce Females, tapestries and sculpture by Linda Stein. For more information: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

January 28, 2018, 2:00 pm— Louis S. Wolk JCC of Greater Rochester, Rochester, NY
Sharon Korman, psychotherapist and daughter of local Holocaust survivor Jeannine Korman, will give a presentation entitled Healing from Intergenerational PTSD from the Holocaust: One Family’s Story. For more: babrams@jewishrochester.org or 585.241.8648.

January 30, 2018, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, UK
Narrating the German Occupation of the Channel Islands: retrace the evolution of the historiography of the occupation of the Channel Islands; in the light and context of the international development of the study of the Nazi occupation of Europe in World War II. Register via The Wiener Library website. For more: lsidbotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

February 4 – June 24, 2018—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: Speak Truth to Power: Human Rights Defenders Who Are Changing Our World, highlighting the experiences of nearly 50 courageous Upstanders from around the world to educate visitors about human rights, and urge them to take action. Grand opening on December 19th at 2:00 with Kerry Kennedy, President of Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights, who will share insights from her book Speak Truth to Power and her family’s storied tradition of public service. For more: Upcoming Special Exhibitions and www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/?s=speak+truth+to+power&x=0&y=0

FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI… Online newsletters
FYI…From Yad Vashem
For information on the International Institute for Holocaust Research’s Postdoctoral Fellowship Program 2018-2019: research.institute@yadvashem.org.il

FYI… From The Wiener Library in London
Testifying to the Truth: Call for Testifiers
In early 2018 the Wiener Library in London will launch a significant new resource based on one of the world’s most important collections of Holocaust testimonies. During the 1950s, over 1,300 testimonies from Holocaust survivors and refugees were gathered by the Library. Over the past two years, with the support of the Department for Communities and Local Government, we have been digitising, transcribing and translating this material with a view to making it more accessible to researchers. To help us complete this task to the best of our ability, we are now trying to contact the original testifiers and/or their descendants. If you think that you or a family member may have been involved in giving testimony, we would love you to get in touch. Please contact the Library on info@wienerlibrary.co.uk or call us on 020 7636 7247.

Also from The Wiener Library: Kitchener Camp, 1939 call for Photographs, Documents, Letters, Objects, Memories
After the Kindertransport, Kitchener camp provided the next most significant rescue of Jews to the UK from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia, but hardly anyone has ever heard of it. We are asking for help in collecting together this important historical information about Kitchener camp and its refugees, which was in operation in Britain from January 1939 until after the outbreak of World War II. The project has 3 main aims:

- To provide a place for Kitchener camp descendants from around the world to gather together images of, and texts about, their family documents, memories, and stories.
- To have these items in place by the 80th anniversary (2019), and to hand over the site and its images to an appropriate institution to coincide with the anniversary of the opening of Kitchener camp.
- To hold an exhibition and discussion about Kitchener camp around the time of this handover.

For more information about the project, please visit www.kitchenercamp.co.uk

FYI… From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
2017 Weinmann Lecture: Loss, Liberation, and Love: Jewish Brides and Soldier Husbands, 1943-1946 www.youtube.com/watch?v=InK7G75P6aI&feature=em-sub_digest

FYI… KAVOD serves Holocaust Survivors living at or below the poverty line in the United States. Our mission is to provide aid to Holocaust Survivors who have emergency day to day needs for food, medicine and/or household goods. KAVOD is designed to make sure these men and women live out their remaining years with dignity and respect by issuing aid in the form of gift cards to grocery stores and pharmacies near where they live. KAVOD works with agencies that are already serving Survivors in order to connect with these individuals in a strictly confidential basis. The decisions of KAVOD are overseen by a diverse and experienced Board of
Community Leaders with the majority being 2nd Generation or children of Holocaust Survivors. Please visit us at www.kavodensuringdignity.com for more information. You can also contact Amy Israel Pregulman at amy.kavod@gmail.com

FYI… I am looking for testimonies of children helped and saved by my late grandfather, Paul Zbinden, between 1940 and 1944; those children would have travelled with him from Paris or Lyon to Southern France. I am writing a story about his numerous and courageous actions during WW2 in the Cevennes (southern France). These testimonies are requested by Yad Vashem so that it could rule on granting Paul Zbinden with the title of Righteous among the Nations.

Paul Zbinden, a Swiss pastor, brought Jewish children by train from Paris or Lyon to the unoccupied zone (Spanish border?). When German soldiers would conduct a search in the train, Paul Zbinden hid the children under the carriage. My grandfather was 40 – 45 years old, but may have looked a bit older (white hair, slim). He was a pastor, living in St-Jean du Gard (France). Any person who might have encountered my grandfather, saved or rescued by him should get in touch with me, as soon as possible: zbindenluc@gmail.com

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics: http://defendinghistory.com/welcome-to-defending-history
See also: http://defendinghistory.com/blaming-the-victims

FYI… From the JTA archive
Berlin to build Jewish center at site where synagogue was razed by Nazis

FYI… Videos, audios, podcasts and / or slideshows of interest:
Across Borders – International

Germany
Watch: The ‘Perfect Aryan Baby’ that was... Jewish!
Watch: How Germany allows SS death squad members to age in peace

Israel
The Jewish forgers who outwitted the Nazis
Holocaust Victim Survived 9 Death Camps and Lived to ...
Holocaust Victim Elias Feinzilberg Survived 9 Death Camps ...
A Holocaust survivor who knits for German kids
Vitch movie: Trailer

UK
Andrew Neil’s speech at the Holocaust Educational Trust Appeal ...
In Terezín with Ruby Wax on Who Do You Think You Are?

USA

The Eichmann Trial Remembered - Michael Goldmann-Gilead

96-year-old ex-Nazi guard charged in Germany

2016 Meyerhoff Lecture: Holocaust Testimony, Evil, and Suffering

Footage Recalls the Night Madison Square Garden Filled With Nazis

When a Jewish laborer took on 20,000 US Nazis in Madison Square ...

I Have a Message for You - Video - NYTimes.com

German woman writes apology to US man who lost home to Nazis ...

Learn more about how this archive and other Museum resources help bring long-overdue answers to survivors like me and their families.

1945 – Q & A www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPKRTjzOpWQ&feature=youtu.be

Little-known WWII hero tells his story on 60 Minutes

The forger who saved thousands of Jews from the Nazis

How a WWII-era forger saved lives, one fake document at a time

Why North Africa? An American Invasion

Rush Frontman Geddy Lee Episode Of ‘The Big Interview With Dan Rather’ To ...

Watch: Actor Paul Rudd learns about his family history from a 1947 JTA article on ‘Finding Your Roots’

Watch: Scarlett Johansson Fights Back Tears as She Learns Members of Her Family Died in the Warsaw Ghetto

FYI… Articles in the news… Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If any link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

Jewish Allegiance to God After the Holocaust Has No Precedent

Argentina

Man wearing Nazi symbols arrested for photographing students from Buenos Aires Jewish high school

Neo-Nazi Snaps Photos of Argentine Jewish High School Students
Austria

Far-right party finishes second in Austrian elections
Austria Elects Youngest European Leader, Right-wing Gets Boost
Austria's Freedom Party suspends member over Nazi allegations
World Jewish Congress calls Austrian election result ‘distressing,’ urges to keep far-right party out of government
Vienna subway remembers city’s little-known apartment concentration camps - JTA
Remembering Vienna's little-known apartment concentration camps

Bulgaria

Bulgarian government appoints national coordinator for the fight against anti-Semitism

Canada

National Canadian Holocaust Museum Unveiled in Ottawa
Canada forgets to mention Jewish people at Holocaust memorial
Canada Holocaust memorial omits any mention of Jews, anti-Semitism
Canada removes Holocaust memorial plaque that failed to mention Jews
Canadian National Holocaust Monument plaque pulled after panel omits mention of Jews
Plaque on new Holocaust monument to be replaced because it failed to mention Jews - The Canadian Jewish News
Plaque marking Canada’s National Holocaust Memorial to be replaced after not mentioning Jews
Mélanie Joly: Trudeau's Plaque At National Holocaust Monument To Be Replaced
Canada to replace Holocaust memorial plaque that omitted Jews
Canada rabbi takes blame for Holocaust memorial's omission of Jews ...
Canada rabbi apologizes for Holocaust memorial’s omission of Jews
Canadian rabbi owns gaffe omission of Jews from Holocaust monument
Rabbi Sorry For Canada Holocaust Plaque Without Jews
Why They Keep Leaving Jews Out of the Holocaust
Ottawa’s National Holocaust Monument is a powerfully symbolic piece of architecture
Liberals working on apology for 1939 decision to refuse ship of Jewish refugees
Why I don’t want an apology from the gov't for the 1939 MS St. Louis incident
As Canada prepares to apologize for 'None is too many', a look back at determination to keep Jews out
Across the Waters inspired by Danish rescue of Jews
Chile

Yad Vashem honors Chilean righteous among the nations

China

“Drowning Sea” tells tale of Jewish refugees who fled to China

Croatia

Holocaust Museum to Open in Zagreb

Croatia is Brazenly Attempting to Rewrite its Holocaust Crimes Out of History

Holocaust revisionism in Croatia not just a Jewish fight, Jewish group says

World Jewish- Congress Launches Campaign Regarding the Ustasha in Croatia

Czech Republic

Marking the life of a forgotten heroine

Faces of Holocaust victims projected on Prague synagogue

France

Nazi-looted Pissarro painting at center of Paris legal tussle

Novel on Nazi doctor Mengele in running for top French book prize

Holocaust memorial for children dedicated in Paris

The Vichy Corruption: How American leaders in World War II picked up deliberately anti-Semitic policies from their Vichy French partners in North Africa

Double Exposure: Jean-Pierre Melville

World-famous French singer to receive Wallenberg medal

Germany

Has Germany ceased prosecution of Nazis?

Germany Investigating 2 Former SS Death Squad Members

Why Germany Needs to Put a 94-Year Old Nazi On Trial

Former Nazi death camp guard charged with complicity to murder | News | DW | 20.10.2017

Ex-Nazi Majdanek guard, 96, charged with complicity to mass murder

96-year-old ex-Nazi guard charged in Germany

96-year-old Former Nazi Death Camp Guard Charged with Accessory to Murder

Former Nazi guard charged with accessory to murder

German court again convicts Holocaust denier Ursula Haverbeck, 88
Notorious ‘Nazi Grandma’ Convicted of Holocaust Denial – Again
German court sentences 88-year-old Holocaust denier to jail - Reuters
Ursula Haverbeck, 88-Year Old Holocaust Denier, Jailed by German ... 'Nazi grandma' sentenced to six months in jail for Holocaust denial ...
Ursula Haverbeck: 88-year-old Holocaust denier given six-month ...
Far-right German lawmaker quits over colleague’s Nazi guilt remark
Inside the House of Zyklon B
Another painting from Gurlitt collection found to have been looted by the Nazis - JTA
The Third Reich's Terrifying Master Race Program You've Never ...
Another painting from Gurlitt collection found to have been looted by the Nazis Plan to name German train after Anne Frank condemned
Germany’s railway names a train after Anne Frank and social media erupts
Germans Know Antisemitism When They See It
German neo-Nazi convicted of Holocaust denial _ again
Simchat Torah Ball for Holocaust Survivors - 1949
Martin Luther paved the way for the Holocaust
How Nazis Used Martin Luther’s Virulent Anti-Semitism
In Nazi Germany, A Story of Love and Horror

Hungary
Yad Vashem Uncovers 200,000 Previously Unknown Names of Hungarian Holocaust Victims
Yad Vashem identifies 225,000 Hungarian Holocaust victims ...
Yad Vashem Completes List of 500,000 Hungarian Holocaust Victims
80% of Hungarian Holocaust victims have been identified
New Hungarian Film Explores Guilt of Those Who Looted the Property of Deported Jews
Taboo-breaking film depicts Hungary’s grim welcome to Holocaust survivors - JTA
New film about Holocaust survivors is breaking taboos
You Can’t Go Home Again
Hungarian who helped Jews flee Holocaust honored in Budapest - AP

Israel
Yad Vashem showcases handmade Yom Kippur prayer book from Holocaust
Holocaust victim to be memorialized in November ceremony
In First, Yad Vashem to bestow 'Righteous Gentile' honor to an Arab - Haaretz
Israel Honors Egyptian Doctor Who Saved Jews During Holocaust
An Open Letter to a Righteous Among the Nations Recipient
Relative of first Arab 'righteous gentile' to be honored
Yad Vashem to Honor First Arab as Righteous Gentile
Palestinian official suggests European members' Holocaust guilt led FIFA not to sanction Israel - Times of Israel
Legendary singer Aznavour given award for family efforts to save Jews in WWII
Israel Honors Chilean Diplomat Who Saved Jews During Holocaust
Incredible photos of Holocaust survivors from the SS Exodus up for auction
Sole remnant of Dutch town's Jewish community on display at Yad Vashem
Born in Auschwitz, Israeli Artist, 102, Harnesses the Dark and the Light
Holocaust survivor inaugurates soccer field for at-risk youth
As jester to Göring and Goebbels, was this Jewish comic a Nazi collaborator?
Brothers Find Each Other Decades After WWII
After More Than 70 Years, Violin Lost in Holocaust Returns to Jewish Ownership
Violin Lost in Holocaust Returns to Jewish Ownership After ...
Graffiti blasts Rivlin as a "Nazi convert"
Bnei Brak graffiti dubbing president a ‘Nazi’ sparks outcry
Iran is Hitler with Nuclear Bomb, Says Former Shin Bet Head
Chinese Social Media Star Cries During Meeting with Holocaust Survivor in Israel
Israel Hayom inquiry prompts global retailer to pull Hitler mask
Jerusalem auction house sells Einstein letter for $1.5M
Einstein’s modest theory of happiness sells for $1.56 million

Italy
Rome remembers 1943 deportation of Jews
Painting by Hitler at Italian museum attacked by screwdriver-wielding man
Italy investigates anti-Semitic Anne Frank stickers at stadium
Jewish leader urges Italian sports authorities to fight anti-Semitism - Reuters
Football: Lazio fans probed over anti-Semitic Anne Frank stickers
Anne Frank’s diary to be read at Italian fixtures in anti-Semitism clampdown - Jewish News
‘Diary of Anne Frank’ passages to be read at all Italian soccer matches
Anne Frank diary to counter anti-Semitism in Italian soccer
Fresh controversies overshadow Anne Frank soccer tributes in Italy
Anne Frank, European Soccer and Anti-Semitism

Japan
Japanese Restorers of Sugihara House Arrive

Latvia
Latvian Court Rules Against Anti-Nazi Protestors

Lithuania
Lithuania’s Prime Minister Bizarrely Claims that Conference Center on Old Jewish Cemetery will “Lift” Vilnius…
Writer censored for accusing Lithuanian hero of Holocaust crimes
A Trove of Yiddish Artifacts Rescued From the Nazis, and Oblivion
Thousands of Jewish documents lost during the Holocaust have been discovered
Rare trove of papers believed lost in Holocaust go on display in US
Lithuanian publisher recalls books by writer who triggered Holocaust debate

Morocco
Morocco supports education cooperation with U.S. Holocaust museum - JTA
Morocco to Work With U.S. Holocaust Museum to Educate, Counter Intolerance

Netherlands
Truus Wijsmuller saved thousands of Jews in WWII. Why has no one heard of her?
Investigators Are Turning to Big Data to Find Who Betrayed Anne
Dutch soccer fans ridicule child Holocaust victims on Twitter
Anne Frank foundation says train name plan evokes WWII persecutions

Poland
Holocaust survivors excluded from Poland property law
Poland Discriminates Against Holocaust Survivors in Property Law
Polish restitution bill discriminates against Holocaust survivors, Israel says
Israel launches multi-tier objection to draconian Polish restitution bill - YNet
WJC President Lauder ‘profoundly disappointed’ by Poland’s proposed restitution law

Jewish restitution group upset as Polish legislation overlooks Holocaust

Restitution bill in Poland leaves out Holocaust survivors

Poland to partially compensate Jewish, private-owned looted property

Pushback On Proposed Polish Restitution Bill

In Poland, Adding Insult To Injury

Last-Ditch Effort to Interview Polish Righteous Gentiles

Polish institute rebuffs historian who said Nazi invasion not that bad for Jews

Poland just honored a historian who said the Nazi invasion wasn’t so bad for the Jews

Jewish Group Urges Poland to Fire Publisher of Works by Holocaust Denier

Wiesenthal Center Demands Polish Institute of National Remembrance to Fire Official Who Published Holocaust Denier

Poland says it objects to visit by US white nationalist Richard Spencer - Associated Press

Pendant of Lodz Ghetto Judenrat head up for auction

Warsaw Jewish museum welcomes 1 millionth visitor to core exhibition

Embracing Auschwitz

Why I’m Going to Auschwitz Again

Reconstructed Auschwitz prisoner text details 'unimaginable' suffering | Germany | DW | 09.10.2017

Reconstructed Auschwitz Letter Reveals Horrors Endured by Forced Laborer

Unearthed Letter from Jewish Inmate At Auschwitz Details Untold Horrors

Auschwitz art: Survivor draws horror of Nazi death camps

Poland acquires gas chamber paintings by late Holocaust survivor

Polish Archaeologists Unearth Mass Grave at Gross-Rosen Death Camp

At former Nazi death camp Sobibor, a post-Holocaust construction boom

Decades after WWII, victims' bodies discovered at Nazi camp

Descendants Restore Polish Town’s Jewish Memory

UK funding project to honour Poles who saved Jews during Holocaust

Polish woman, 100, who saved Jewish girl during Holocaust named Righteous Among the Nations

Dear Aleksandra Cybulska

At former Nazi death camp Sobibor, a post-Holocaust construction boom - Times of Israel

Roman Polanski Returns to Poland to Shoot Film About His Childhood
A Holocaust survivor's daughter visits Poland

Poland slams Brussels museum over Holocaust exhibition

Romania

An abandoned pre-WWII Hasidic synagogue gets a second life as a kosher jazz club

Russia

Winter Wonderland -- Yiddish poet Avrom Sutzkever’s 1936 work ‘Siberia’ magically upends a litany of misery for him and his people

Sweden

Yom Kippur neo-Nazi march in Sweden turns violent

Dozens arrested after Sweden’s Yom Kippur Neo-Nazi march turns violent

Swedish Jews grateful for local support in face of neo-Nazi march on Yom Kippur

Switzerland

Swiss lawmaker resigns after comparing pigs to Auschwitz victims

Swiss MP: ‘Jews had better chance surviving Auschwitz than pigs have on farms’

Swiss Town Returns Painting Looted during World War II

Collector's heirs praise deal to recover art seized in WWII

UK

Nazi Concentration Camps on British Soil

In Nazi-occupied Britain, graves at Alderney’s ‘Little Auschwitz’ may be defiled

Should Alderney make its wartime camps tourist attractions?

Britain’s near-brush with Fascism: The politician who rooted for Hitler

The Jewish forgers who outwitted the Nazis (BBC)

Enigma codebreaker Alan Turing saved two Jewish refugees

British Jews welcome Holocaust memorial set to be built in London

Revealed: Winning design for Westminster Holocaust memorial

Holocaust survivor: 'I was arrested when I was five'

‘She beat Hitler’ – pupil’s tribute to harpsichord idol

David Wisnia survived Auschwitz because of his talent for singing

UK Holocaust Center Immortalizes Holocaust Survivors In 3D
Why do we still have to explain why Holocaust denial is wrong?
Ken Loach 'clarifies' his comments on Holocaust denial
Shadow Brexit secretary: Holocaust denial and hate speech 'off limits'
UK university ‘censors’ Holocaust survivor’s talk over Israel-Nazi comparison
Election candidate denies stirring racial hate after calling for Jews to be gassed
Holocaust survivor to feature in documentary on human rights
Tributes to Holocaust survivor Solly Irving
Tributes paid to 'heroic' Holocaust survivor Solly Irving, dead at 87
Tribute to Solly Irving 1930-2017
Secret Jewish treasures hidden in plain sight
UK Jewish, Roma, and Traveller communities agree to work together on hate and Holocaust issues
Row erupts between ‘competing’ Holocaust education centres over planned memorial
Team led by David Adjaye to design UK's Holocaust memorial
British Jews welcome Holocaust memorial set to be built in London
Design for London’s New Holocaust Memorial Is Unveiled
‘Anti-Semitic’ blogger who called Auschwitz a ‘theme park’ to stand trial
Prominent British neo-Nazi comes out as gay, reveals Jewish heritage
UK neo-Nazi reveals he's gay and Jewish
Cambridge college sorry for confusion over Auschwitz photo on welcome pamphlet
Students Protest After Cambridge College Uses Image of Auschwitz on Welcome …
Sir Ben Kingsley playing Adolf Eichmann in film about Nazi’s capture by Israel
Ben Kingsley in Argentina filming Eichmann movie
Ben Kingsley playing Adolf Eichmann in film about Nazi’s capture by Israel
Swastika and ‘kikes get out’ daubed at Leeds synagogue

Ukraine

October 23: The Holocaust in Odessa
Ukraine honors nationalist leader blamed for Jewish pogroms
Ukrainian nationalist to Jews: ‘Get used to our rules’ or be punished
WJC denounces ‘disgraceful and deplorable’ Ukrainian monument honoring anti-Semitic nationalist leader
Israeli envoy warns of growing trend as Ukraine unveils statue of anti-Semite
Honoring of anti-Semites a ‘problem,’ says Israel’s ambassador to Ukraine

Ukraine under fire for erecting monument for mass murderer of Jews

Ukrainian president mistakenly tweets photo of Jews deported by Nazis

Will Ukraine’s President Poroshenko Correct Abuse of Holocaust Photo?

**Uruguay**

Uruguay: Holocaust Memorial Vandalized Twice in a Week

For 2nd time in a week: Holocaust memorial vandalized in Uruguay

**USA**

All NY Congressmen Urge Tillerson to Deport Former Nazi Guard CIA Investigated Whether Hitler Survived WWII

Rep. Rohrabacher defends association with Holocaust denier

CIA document dump reveals agents were sent to find out if Adolf Hitler SURVIVED WW2 and lived in Colombia until at least the 1950s

Hitler alive? CIA investigated if Nazi fled to South America and SURVIVED after war

CIA Investigated Whether Hitler Survived World War II And ...

Eight Historical Archives That Will Spill New Secrets

Thousands of Jewish documents lost during the Holocaust have been discovered

Hidden in a Basement for 70 Years, Newly Discovered Documents Shed Light on Jewish Life and Culture Before WWII

My Jewish Responsibility to Help the Rohingya – Robert Bank – Medium

When Nazis rallied in Manhattan, one working-class Jewish man from Brooklyn took them on (Washington Post)

When a Jewish laborer took on 20,000 US Nazis in Madison Square Garden

1939 pro-Nazi rally held in the heart of New York | Daily Mail Online

How Hitler's plan to take over LA was thwarted by a Jewish lawyer

New Book Tells Forgotten Story of Hitler’s Failed Hollywood Takeover

When Hitler sent his minions to LA: The true-life Nazi plot against Hollywood

How a network of citizen-spies foiled Nazi plots to exterminate Jews in 1930s L.A.

The Nazis’ Plan to Infiltrate Los Angeles And the Man Who Kept Them at Bay

The Jews Who Fought Against ‘Hitler in Los Angeles’

What America Taught the Nazis

What Links America’s Nazis With Hitler’s Party?
The Original ‘Antifa’ Was A Jewish Anti-Nazi Militia
German Holocaust Survivor Recounts Kristallnacht in New Book
A Virtual Project Connects Visitors to Holocaust Survivors and Their Stories
Why they keep leaving Jews out of the Holocaust
Marc Klionsky, master portrait painter, dies at 90
Elie Wiesel Was No Sellout
What Elie Wiesel Wrote When He Went To Moscow For Simchat Torah in 1965
Elie Wiesel, All Too Human
Why we waited before publishing that story about Elie Wiesel
Tragedy and the Will to Live: The Obsessive Art of Charlotte Salomon
White nationalists march again in Charlottesville
Breitbart, racists and the dirty work of laundering the ‘alt-right’
McConnell allies label Bannon a white supremacist, infuriating Jewish conservatives
White supremacist rally in Tennessee met by larger counterprotest
Undercover inside the 'alt-right' (Jewish Chronicle)
Richard Spencer will soon speak at the university with the largest Jewish student body in the US
Protesters heckle Richard Spencer during University of Florida speech
Ohio State sued for denying Richard Spencer a place to speak
The Scaramucci Post Just Tweeted The Most Outrageous Poll About The Holocaust
After drawing intense criticism with a Twitter Holocaust poll, the Scaramucci Post is doubling down
After apology, Anthony Scaramucci reposts poll on number of Jews killed in Holocaust
Scaramucci pledges $25K to Wiesenthal Center to make up for Twitter Holocaust gaffe
Scaramucci: I have 'zero tolerance' policy on Nazis
Scaramucci Holocaust Poll Donation Will Fund Nazi Hunter's Work
George Soros funds own philanthropy with $18 billion
Curator of Poland’s Jewish museum to speak in Teaneck
German woman pens apology to US man who lost home to Nazis
How to talk to Holocaust survivors in the future? In Take a Stand's holograms, an answer
How Baseball Sabermetrician Ari Kaplan Illuminates the Fate of Holocaust Rescuer Raoul Wallenberg
Who betrayed Anne Frank? New probe launched by ex-FBI agent
Ex-FBI agent opens cold case review into who betrayed Anne Frank
Can cyber technology solve the Anne Frank and Raoul Wallenberg mysteries?
Halloween retailer pulls Anne Frank costume amid complaints - Associated Press
Anne Frank Halloween Costume Removed From Store
Halloween costume company removes Anne Frank outfit
Retailer Pulls Anne Frank Halloween Costume Amid Complaints
Clothing that looks like it was inspired by the Holocaust? Always an awful idea
Video of Holocaust survivor who forgave Mengele goes viral
Nashville Holocaust survivor finally forgives her mom for doing the right thing
How a Protestant New Yorker Smuggled Marc Chagall and Hannah Arendt Out of Nazi France
Arthur Szyk: Jewish Heroes and Nazi Monsters
When Hitler sent his minions to LA: The true-life Nazi plot against Hollywood
How a network of citizen-spies foiled Nazi plots to exterminate Jews in 1930s L.A.
The Red ‘J’ of October
Rainer Weiss, scientist who fled Nazis, among Nobel Prize in Physics winners
Scientist who fled Nazis among Nobel Prize in Physics winners
Jewish neuroscientist, son of a cantor, among Nobel ...
Brandeis Neuroscientist, The Son Of A Cantor, Wins Nobel ...
Nobel Prize for Medicine awarded to Neuroscientist, son of ...
Nobel Prize Awarded to U.S. Scientist Whose Parents Fled Nazi Germany
French priest who uncovered Nazi killing sites awarded Lantos rights prize
World's Largest Online Database of Jewish Art Preserves At-Risk Heritage Objects
A Holocaust Survivor Makes Sure Jews Who Were Killed Will Not Be Forgotten
10 Remarkable People Who Escaped From Auschwitz - Listverse
Holocaust Survivor’s Wedded Bliss Began at Beth Jacob
One man’s ‘Obligation’ to recount the painful truths of the Holocaust – J.
German Holocaust Survivor Recounts Kristallnacht in New Book
Paul Rudd learns about his family history from a JTA article on ‘Finding Your Roots’
The new Dallas Holocaust museum could be just the balm for what ails this city
Dallas Holocaust Museum officials hope bigger facility, focus will help fight prejudice, hate
Greener Acres
Holocaust Survivors Get Gift of Good Hearing
Holocaust Theme Focuses on Words
Forgiving Mengele

Video of Holocaust survivor forgiving Mengele goes viral

I thought I knew how my family escaped the Holocaust. The truth was hidden in a Dominican town.

Scarlett Johansson learns of family Holocaust tragedy from genealogy show

Papers believed to be lost in Holocaust go on display in US

Review: Uncovering a Displaced Family’s Past in ‘Aida’s Secrets’

Filmmaker Faces Harsh Criticism for Claiming Chasidic Jews Were Killed in Holocaust Because They ‘Refused to Blend In’

Director Of Ultra-Orthodox Documentary Apologizes For Holocaust Comments

Netflix director apologizes for Holocaust comment

Lanzmann Turns Lens To Women

Steven Spielberg: A legend behind the camera

'From Hollywood to Nuremberg': How three noted filmmakers used their cameras to document Nazi atrocities

The Disturbing Force of Early Color Photos of Nazi Camps ...

With Role In ‘Marshall,’ Josh Gad Honors His Holocaust Survivor Grandparents

Josh Gad honors his Holocaust survivor grandparents with role in ‘Marshall’

Rapper ‘dying’ for his music gets Anne Frank face tattoo

School project to remember Holocaust victims surpasses goal of 11 million stamps

Holocaust Trial Doc in the Works From Barry Avrich, Weinstein Co.

Brookline Holocaust survivor to perform children’s opera he sang in concentration camp - The Boston Globe

Holocaust Suitcase Packs Stories of Survival

Jewish Heroes and Nazi Monsters -- The many lives of ferocious cartoonist and illustrator Arthur Szyk

Soldier in Art: Exploring the Activist Works of Arthur Szyk ...

Threatening Anti-Semitic Flier Sent To Brooklyn Kosher Bakery

Sixth-Graders’ Nazi Mascot Assignment ‘Not Appropriate’

Who's afraid of George Soros? (Foreign Policy)

She Had A Swastika Painted On Her Garage. And She’s Leaving It There.

Vandals Spray Swastika On Sutton Place Synagogue
Fliers found at Cornell read ‘Just say no to Jewish lies’
‘Jews will burn’ note left on Connecticut sixth-grader’s locker

PLEAS NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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